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Abstract— Technical debt acknowledges that software
development teams sometimes accept compromises in a system
in one dimension (for example, modularity) to meet an urgent
demand in some other dimension (for example, a deadline),
and that such compromises incur a “debt”. If not properly
managed the interest on this debt may continue to accrue,
severely hampering system stability and quality and impacting
the team’s ability to deliver enhancements at a pace that
satisfies business needs. Although unmanaged debt can have
disastrous results, strategically managed debt can help
businesses and organizations take advantage of time-sensitive
opportunities, fulfill market needs and acquire stakeholder
feedback. Because architecture has such leverage within the
overall development life cycle, strategic management of
architectural debt is of primary importance. Some aspects of
technical debt – but not all technical debt – affect product
quality. This tutorial introduces the technical debt metaphor
and the techniques for integrating it fully with the software
development lifecycle intentionally, with a focus on software
architecture.

demonstrate the debt that has the highest cost of ownership is
architectural issues and they cannot always automatically be
measured.
Recent systematic literature reviews on technical debt
have created categories and concept ontologies [7][9][12]
and related debt to different stages in the development life
cycle [8][10][11][13]. Small-scale interview studies on
understanding how developers talk about technical debt have
focused on sources of technical debt [14][15][16]. Broad
practitioner surveys demonstrate architecture to be the most
costly and hardest to manage technical debt issues [17].
The topic is highly relevant to the ICSA audience as
software architecture is at the epicenter of most root causes
of technical debt issues. Software architects, developers and
architecture researchers need to have a crisp understanding
of what constitutes technical debt and what tools to pull out
from their tool boxes when.
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A. Duration.
This is a half-day tutorial on technical debt that has the
goal of introducing the concept as well as techniques that can
be used immediately today. The discussion during the
tutorial includes a balance of open challenges as well as what
can be accomplished by practitioners today.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Large scale projects face the dilemma of balancing rapid
deployment with long-term value. The term technical debt
describes this trade-off between short-term and long-term
value and has already penetrated into practice [1]. The
software development community increasingly relies on
technical debt as a way to understand and communicate
issues of intrinsic quality, value, and cost [2].
As recent as a couple years back the challenge of
understanding what technical debt is and what it refers to
was the dominant question in the research and practitioner
community. This has been replaced recently with testing
practices that concretely communicate technical debt and its
consequences. In the absence of validated tools and
techniques to achieve this goal with repeatable results,
developers resort to ad hoc practices in an effort to
communicate technical debt [3][4]. Researcher resort to
incremental research approaches, mostly repurposing
existing code quality work to capture technical debt [5]. A
recent reflection of these efforts has been the publication of
the beta standard for Technical Debt by OMG [6].
Increasing efforts of software quality analysis tool
vendors to repurpose their capabilities as technical debt
assessment tools contradict with research results that

II.

FORMAT OF THE TUTORIAL

B. Preliminary outline of the sessions.
 Introduction to Technical Debt (30 minutes)
o Definition of technical debt
o Examples of technical debt
 A Definition Framework (30 minutes)
o Technical debt landscape
o Common misconceptions
o Timeline approach
o State of the practice: examples from
industry
 Practical measures (45 minutes)
o Making technical debt visible
o Exercise: documenting a technical debt
item in the issue tracker
 Analyzing Technical Debt (45 minutes)
o Code quality versus architecture analysis
o Example of a common problem:
overgeneralization
o Example of a common problem: prototype
evolving to product



Conclusion (30 minutes)
o Key concepts: landscape, techniques,
timeline
o Practices that can be incorporated into
managing projects
o Research challenges

C. Learning outcomes:
This tutorial introduces participants to the practical
aspects of managing technical debt. We expect attendees to
walk away with:
 an understanding of the key concepts-there is a name
for a recurring problem engineers experience and a
conceptual framework to seek understanding about
managing short-term and long-term tradeoffs of cost
and value,
 a template for documenting a technical debt item in
the issue tracker
 lessons learned from fellow practitioners,
 review of analysis techniques to uncover technical
debt
 references to practical techniques that can address
part of the problem today
D. Target audience:
The target audience is software developers, architects,
technical managers as well as researchers interested in
architecture trade-offs and system analysis.
In addition to several onsite offerings to government and
industry organizations variations of this tutorial have been
offered several time in academic venues including but not
limited to:
 International Conference on Software Architecture
2017, Göteborg
 International School of Software Architecture,
Leiden Netherlands, June 2017
 SEI Architecture Technology User Network
Conference, 2011, 2012, 2015, 2016
 CompArch, 2013
 International Conference on Software Engineering,
2012
 Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software
Architecture, 2011
 Agile 2011 Conference
 SEI Educators’ Workshop
The audience at these venues included architects,
software developers, technical managers, educators, and
researchers. Participation ranged from one to two dozen
people. There is a one-day course that is offered publically
on the topic at the Software Engineering Institute that some
of the material comes from.
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PRESENTERS

Ipek Ozkaya is a senior member of the technical staff at
the Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute (SEI).
With her team at the SEI, she works to help organizations
improve their software development efficiency and system

evolution. Her work focuses on software architecture
practices,
software
economics,
and
requirements
management. Her latest publications include articles on agile
architecting, dependency management, and architectural
technical debt. Dr. Ozkaya also serves editorial boards of the
IEEE Software magazine and Journal of Information and
Software Technology and as an adjunct faculty member for
the Master of Software Engineering Program at Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU). She has extensive experience in
delivering tutorials and is an invited speaker at software
engineering, agile, and architecture venues (e.g., ICSE,
OOPSLA, SATURN, and WICSA). She holds a doctorate
from CMU in Pittsburgh.
Philippe Kruchten is professor of software engineering in
the department of Electrical and Computer Engineering of
the University of British Columbia. He joined UBC in 2004
after a 30-year career in industry, where he worked mostly in
with large, software-intensive systems design in the domains
of telecommunication, defense, aerospace and transportation.
His current research interests still reside mostly with
software architecture, and in particular architectural
decisions and the decision process, as well as agile software
engineering processes. He is a founding member of IFIP
WG2.10 Software Architecture. Dr. Kruchten received his
mechanical engineering diploma from Ecole Centrale de
Lyon, and his doctorate degree in Information Systems from
Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications, Paris.
He is a member of IEEE, and ACM, and a Professional
Engineer in British Columbia and a frequently invited
speaker.
Kruchten and Ozkaya are co-authors of an upcoming
book on Managing Technical Debt, also with Dr. Robert
Nord.
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